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Modifying hardware/operating system of your computer

Modifying hardware/
operating system of your
computer

In this document, you will find out how to update the licence for Transit/TermStar.
You are in the right place if you use Transit/TermStar with a standalone licence and
want to replace essential hardware components on your computer or want to install
a new operating system.

What you should know here
Modifying
hardware
components or
the operating
system

If you replace hardware components on the computer on which you have installed
Transit/TermStar or if you install a new operating system, this changes essential
characteristics of the computer.
The previous activation key is no longer valid; you have to transfer the licence from
the “previous” computer to the modified computer (i.e. to the computer that has the
new hardware components or newly installed operating system).
Before replacing the hardware components or before installing the new operating
system, you must deactivate Transit/TermStar on the “previous” computer
( "Deactivating Transit/TermStar", page 6).
After replacing the components or after installing the operating system, you can
reactivate Transit/TermStar on the modified computer: You log in to the Activation
Center, update the licence and thus generate a new activation key. To do this, use
the removal key that you received when deactivating Transit/TermStar on the
previous computer. You can use the new activation key to activate Transit/
TermStar ( "Updating the licence", page 8).
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What you should know here

Activation key To be able to work with Transit/TermStar beyond the 30-day activation period, you
and Activation must activate Transit/TermStar on your computer. To do this, you require an
Center “activation key”, which ensures that your Transit licence can only be used on your
computer. You generate the activation key yourself in the “Activation Center”. It is
displayed there as the “Activation code”.
Site Code and “Site Code” and “Machine ID” are two codes which Transit/TermStar displays
Machine ID individually for your computer. You require these codes in the Activation Center in
order to generate the activation key for the Transit/TermStar installation on your
computer.
Removal key Transit/TermStar creates a removal key if you deactivate Transit/TermStar. You can
use the removal key in the Activation Center to release the licence that is no longer
required. It is requested here as a “Removal code”.
Licence number Do not mix up the licence number and activation key:
and activation key G The licence number can be found in the e-mail containing the licence
information that you received from STAR. You require the licence number in
order to install Transit/TermStar. The licence number defines the product
versions, additional functions and optional filters that you have purchased. For
time-limited licences, the licence number also includes the period of time in
which you can use Transit/TermStar.

G You generate the activation key yourself in the Activation Center. You require
the activation key to activate Transit/TermStar. The key links the purchased
licence to your computer.
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Deactivating Transit/TermStar
In this chapter, you will find out how to deactivate Transit/TermStar. You are in the
right place if you want to replace hardware components or install a new operating
system.
What you should Before you change essential characteristics on your computer, you must first
know here deactivate Transit/TermStar. When you do this, Transit/TermStar generates a
removal key that you can use to update the licence after making changes to the
computer.
Tips for Take advantage of other users' experiences by following these tips:
deactivating

If you have multiple licences: Note down the activation key in advance
In the Activation Center, it may be difficult to recognise which of your licences
belongs to the deactivated Transit/TermStar installation. As a result, it may
become complicated to update the correct licence.
Therefore, note down a part of the activation key before the deactivation or take
a screenshot of the Information about Transit NXT window and print this out.
It is even better if a comprehensible comment about the user of the licence has
been entered in the Activation Center during the activation. The Note field in the
Activation Center is provided for precisely this purpose.
Keeping the removal key safe
If you do not have a removal key, you cannot activate and permanently use
Transit/TermStar after you have replaced the hardware components or installed
the new operating system.
You should therefore save the removal key in a file and print it out. Remember to
copy the file to an external data medium before you no longer have any access
to your previous computer.
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Deactivating Transit/TermStar

Carrying out the Deactivate Transit/TermStar as follows:
deactivation 1 Start Transit/TermStar.
2

Click on the information symbol

to the right in the ribbon bar.

Transit/TermStar displays the following window:

3

Click on Deactivate Transit.
Transit/TermStar displays the following message:
Are you sure you want to deactivate the software?

4

Confirm the message by clicking on Yes.
Transit/TermStar displays the removal key that you can use to release the
licence in the Activation Center.

5
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Click on Save as.
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Transit/TermStar suggests that you save the removal key in the
STARRemovalKey.txt file in the My Documents folder. Confirm this file or
define another file.
Ensure that you can find the file again when you require the removal key.
We recommend that you also print out the removal key or take a note of it.
6

Select OK to close the Software deactivated window.

7

Close the About Transit NXT window by clicking on OK.

Transit/TermStar is now deactivated. You can use the removal key to update the
licence in the Activation Center after you have replaced the hardware components
or installed the new operating system. You must therefore make sure that you do
not lose the removal key.

Updating the licence
In this chapter, you will find out how to update your licence and thus create a new
activation key. You are in the right place if you have deactivated Transit/TermStar
and then replaced essential hardware components or installed a new operating
system.
What you need To update the licence, you require the following:
here G Removal key
Transit/TermStar creates a removal key when you deactivate Transit/TermStar
on your previous computer ( "Deactivating Transit/TermStar", page 6). You
require the removal key to release the licence in the Activation Center.
If you can no longer find the removal key, look for the STARRemovalKey.txt
file in the My Documents folder. Transit/TermStar suggested this file during the
deactivation. If you confirmed this suggestion, you will find the removal key in
this folder.

G Login details for the Activation Center
To log in to the Activation Center, you must enter your login details. You can
find your login details in the e-mail containing the licence information that you
received from STAR.
If you have changed the password, use the new password. If you have
forgotten your password, you can have it sent to you by e-mail ( "Forgotten
your password?", page 12).
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Updating the licence

Carrying out the To update the licence, proceed as follows:
activation 1 Start Transit/TermStar on the modified computer.
Transit/TermStar displays the following window:

2

Open the Activation Center.
Click on Go to the Activation Center or open the Activation Center in your
browser (http://activate.star-group.net).
Your browser displays the login page of the Activation Center:

3

Enter your login details (Username and Password) for the Activation Center
( "Login details for the Activation Center", page 8).
Select Login.

4

Click on Orders in the page header of the Activation Center.
The Activation Center displays your orders and licences:
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The Activation Center displays how many licences are available for each
product.
In our example (first line): Three licences for Transit NXT Professional
5

In the line for the product that you want to use, click on

.

The Activation Center displays the licences that are already in use:

6

In the line for the licence that you want to update, click on the

symbol.

The Activation Center displays additional fields:

7

In the Removal code field, enter the removal key that you received when
deactivating on the previous computer ( "Deactivating Transit/TermStar",
page 6).
In the Site Code and Machine ID fields, enter the codes, which Transit/
TermStar displays in the Activate software window on the modified computer.
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Updating the licence

In the Note field, enter a comment so that you can subsequently track on which
computer this licence is being used (e.g. name of the user).
8

Click on Update license.
The yellow highlighted line displays the activation key in the Activation code
column.

9

Enter the activation key in Transit/TermStar in the Activate software window:
–

Select the activation key in the Activation Center and copy this to the
clipboard (CTRL+C).

–

Copy the activation key from the clipboard in Transit/TermStar to the Enter
the activation key from the Activation Center field (CTRL+V).

10 Click on Activate.
Transit/TermStar displays the following message:

11 Read through the message carefully and select OK to confirm.
Transit/TermStar is now activated on the modified computer, meaning that you
can work without restrictions.
12 Log out of the Activation Center. To do this, click on Log out.
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Forgotten your password?
If you have forgotten your password for the Activation Center, you can have it sent
to you:
1

In the log-in window, click on Forgot password?.
The Activation Center displays the following window:

2

3

Enter the user name and e-mail address with which you are registered at STAR.
–

You can find the user name in the e-mail containing the licence information
that you received from STAR.

–

The registered e-mail address is the address to which the licence
information was sent.

Click on Send password.

The Activation Center sends the password to the e-mail address that you entered.
If you do not receive the e-mail immediately, check your spam folder in case the email has been sent there.
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Forgotten your password?
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